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Opus GP BARRIER CREAM is
actually much more than a
traditional barrier cream, providing
skin protection for your workforce
both before and after work.

Effective against wet and dry
contaminants, such as oils greases,
alkalis, machine coolants, wood
dust, cement, etc

It is not a stiff paste that is greasy
and difficult to “rub in”, but is of a
light and creamy consistency that
is quickly absorbed without
leaving a greasy feel. It is thus easy
and pleasant to use.

Opus GP BARRIER CREAM  is
fragrance-free, so kinder to the
skin, and non-toxic.

Manufactured to extremely high
standards using pharmaceutical
grade ingredients.

Besides being an effective barrier
and after-work skin care cream, it is
astonishingly good value.

� Effective for wet and dry
work

� Fragrance-free

� May be used as an after-
work cream too

� Contains skin conditioning
agents

� Leaves no greasy residue

� Quick and easy to rub into
the hands

� Produced from
pharmaceutical grade
ingredients

� Creamy consistency

� Inexpensive

� Economical in use

COSHH Data: An EC safety data
sheet (MSDS) providing additional
information is available on request.

Packaging Sizes:

� 12 x 250 ml personal pump
bottles

� 6 x 500 ml free-standing pump
bottles

� 6 x 1 litre cartridge refills for use
in wall-mounted 1 litre
cartridge dispenser.

� 4 x 5 litre jerrycans for refilling
bulk-fill dispenser

� 900 ml bulk fill dispensers
available.

Benefits of using GP BARRIER
CREAM:

Effective against wet and dry
contaminants, such as oils
greases, alkalis, machine
coolants, wood dust, cement, etc.

Applications: Use in garages,
workshops, engineering
maintenance departments, factory
production washrooms, off site
workings, construction sites, etc.

GP BARRIER CREAM

General Purpose Barrier Cream for Wet and Dry Work
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